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1 art. 6

L 311/27 Amendment

ECB should propose each year by September an estimate of the supervisory costs for the
The aim is to facilitate the budget process of the supervised
following year and possibly a three-year forecast of expenditures, with obviously nonentities
binding assumptions of fee for each institution.

2 art. 12 par. 3

L 311/29 Amendment

The amount due under the fee notice should be paid by the fee debtor within 45 days of
the date of issuance of the fee notice.

L 311/28 Amendment

The fee factor "Total Risk Exposure" should be adjusted through a coefficient given by the
ratio between the Institution P2R+P2G percentage and the average P2R+P2G percentage
The coefficient would allow a more precise allocation of costs
of the relevant group (significant and non significant entities). The total risk exposure
according to the overall risk of each entity.
consequently amended shoud replace the simple "Totale Risk Exposure" to reallocate the
variable component among entities, according to their modified risk exposure.

3 art. 10 par. 3
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Increasing the time for the payment from 35 to 45 days would
further ease the management of the internal payment
process.

